This paper proposes a new method for text-dependent speaker recognition. The scheme is based on learning (what we refer to as) speaker-specific compensators for each speaker in the system. The compensator is essentially a speaker to speaker transformation which enables the recognition of the speech of one speaker through a speaker-dependent speech recognition system built forthe other. Such a transformation, adequate for our purposes, may he achieved by a simple vector addition in the cepstral domain. This speaker-specific compensator captures the characteristics of the speaker we wish to recognize.
INTRODUCTION
Text-dependent speaker recognition seeks to associate an unknown speaker. with a member from a (registered) population, given a textual transcription ofthe phrases uttered by the speaker [I] , [ 2 ] . Typically, speaker-depcadent word or subword models are built for each speaker. Given a labeled utterance from an unknown speaker, the system makes its speaker recognition decision based on the likelihood scores of the appropriate speaker-dependent models. This paper proposes a new way to build speaker-dependent models using a technique called speaker specific compensation [3] . This technique can be summarized as follows. A speaker-dependent speech classifier is built for one speaker (referred to as the reference speaker). For each new speaker that we want to register, we look for a transformation on his speech which enables its recognition through the reference speaker's speech classifier. This transformation, in combination with the already trained speech classifier (of the reference speaker) together constitute the speaker model for the new speaker. Assuming that a linear transformation in the time domain could be sufficient as the transformation for ourrecognition purposes, a simple cepstral domain addition achieves the required speaker specific compensation. Thus we only need to learn one cepstral vector for each new speaker whom we wish to register into the system. This way, we do not need to build elaborate speakerdependent word or sub-word models for each new speaker.
We note here that speaker specific compensation. in general, has several interesting applications in speech and speaker recognition. The compensation idea discussed here lends itself to a variety of recognition frameworks [3] . In this paper however, we restrict the discussion to just the speaker recognition scenario.
THE COMPEhSATlON IDEA
Consider a speaker R. At the heart of our speaker recognition framework is a speaker dependent sppeecli classifier 8~
for R that works with LP cepstrum features. f n is trained only to recognize the speech ofR. Suppose that we now wish to register a new speaker, say S, into our speaker recognition system. Let Xs represent the LP cepstral vector sequence corresponding to a (labeled, training) speech pattern of S.
We shall refer to R as a "reference" speaker and to S as a "registered" speaker.
The basic compensation idea is to look for a single cepstral vector M;R that will transform the speech of S to a representation that renders it recognizable by itself. The "com- From a speaker recognition perspective, this MBn constitutes the speaker model for S. Thus we need one such model for each speaker who is registered into the system. Then. the speaker recognition rule simply asks which (registered) speaker's CCV. when used to compensate the given labeled speech, achieves highest recognition scores on the speech recognition engine f n .
The regishation strategy we propose uses training examples of speakers to leam an "optimal" compensator such that the best possible (post compensation) speech recognition performance is attained (over the training set ofS) using the speaker specific (speech) classifier Qn. (It may be noted that fn is
built using speech samples of only R. and is never retrained)
The registration process is detailed later in Section 4. Before that, we first describe the speaker recognition framework in detail, bearing in mind that the registration process will yield a CCV for each registered-reference speaker pair in the system.
TEXT DEPENDENT SPEAKER RECOGNITION
Let *,R denote the speaker dependent speech classifier for R (based 011 1.P cepstral features). In this paper, this classifier is a simple isolated word recognition system. The classifier is built by learning a set of HMMs from some training examples of speaker'R.. One HMM is trained for each word in the sys- It is easy to see that the problem of speaker recognition when multiple utterances (ofthe same speaker) are input to the system, is one ofcomhining speaker label opinions after repeated application of this rule for each utterance. A similar problem of combining classifiers has to be tackled when more than one rcfcrence speaker is used in the system. Hence, we discuss this issue next.
The recognition system described above is feasible only uiider the assumption that any speaker that needs to be registered can he conipenrated for with respect to the single choser? The idea behind using multiple reference speakers in the system is that, now in the speaker space, each registered speaker in X is "close" to at least one reference speaker in Jr (if not more). This will make it more likely for us to obtain at least one satisfactory CCV for every speaker and consequently his speech will be recognizable by onereference classifier or another. Essentially, we plant suficienf/y many reference speakers and register still many more with respect to those in the reference speaker set,. so that we have a very good description of the speaker space in general. This interpretation resembles, in some sense, the eigenvoice approach for speech recognition proposed in [4].
Thus there are N , CCVs associated with each of the A'p speaker-dcpendent speech classifiers in the system. Each CCV and its ussocisted reference speaker speech recognizer nl5y now together be regarded as one classifier. Consequently. the speaker identity decision in such a scenario of multiple reference speakers must be based' on the outputs from many classifiers.
In our speaker recognition system, each CCV-refer" clas- is computed. Each such compensated sequence is input to the appropriate speaker-specific classifier a,. For a textdependent speaker recognition system, the correct speech label of the input utterance is known. Further, each.reference classifier is essentially a system of HMMs and thus, for a given input utterance, the winning HMM is one that outputs the highest likelihood. Using this information, the various post-compensation likelihoods need to be appropriately combined to yield a speaker recognition decision.
Our classifier combining strategy may be described as follows. Each of our speech recognizers. Or, is a HMM-based classifier. In our text-dependent speaker recognition system we use the isolated word recognition framework. Thus. @P. consists ofone HMM for each word in tbe'vocabulary. When an input speech utterance id'subjected to a particular CCVreference classifier pair, it may or may not result in the correct speech label (which is known to the text-dependent speaker recognition system). When correct, the winning margin of the winning HMM may be used as a confidence measure (or a real-valued vote) in support of the registered speaker associated-with the CCV that was used for the compensation.
We are looking for that speaker label which accumulates the highest net evidence (obtained after employing all the CCVreference classifier pairs in the system).
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The recognition sysleiir
In tent-dependent speaker recognition, we are provided with a sequence of labeled speech utterances (of an unknown but registered speaker) as input and the output is a decision on the speaker identity. Each labeled utterance is represented by a sequence of feature vectors.
i e t 2 represent a set of h'z speech feature sequences (corresponding to h'z utterances) of some unknown speaker with R Z being the corresponding set of utterance labels. These sets are described using the following notation:
, Fors E Is and r E Jr, let 7)$ denote the speech unit label obtained when X,, E 2 was subjected to the classifier 8,.
after.compensdtion using the CCV, @,. If the value of this maximum score obtained above is below'a threshold, the system rejects the input speaker as unknown.
Notice that, here we are indeed insisting on using compensation associated with only a single registered speaker. In other words. i f s * were to be the speaker identity decision, then we demand that, on restricting the system to using only his compensators (with respect to the various reference speakers in J r ) very good speech recognition rates are achieved over the set 2 of input speech patterns.
SPEAKER REGlSTRATlON
For registering a speaker S, we need to leam a compensating vector for this speaker with respect to each reference speaker R E' '36. The central idea is to search for a compensator which transforms the utterances of S to representations that yield good recognition rates on ' R s speaker specific classifier. We use ALOPEX, an optimization technique that works without any gradient information (ofthe error surface) to obtain the cepstral vector that best compensates S with respcct to 'R.. 
. RESULTS
An isolated word database of English digits was collected for a set of IO speakers, 5 of which were male and the rest female. The recordings were conducted in a closed room under low ambient noise conditions. Speech was recorded at 16 KHz using a simple microphone connected to a 32-bit sound card on a multimedia computer. A 10 word vocabulary of the digits zero through nine was used. Each speaker uttered these digits in sequence with sufficient pause between words. In all, 15 such sets were collected for every speaker. Thus, the database comprises a total of 1500 digit utterances (with 15 repetitions per digit per speaker). The recordings were segmented manudlly to yield an isolated digit database. To facilitate easy description of our experiment and results, we denote the 10 speaken in our database by the speaker labels { O l , 02>. ..,lo}, The speakers 06,07,08,09 and 10 are the female speakers in the database.
We presented the text-dependent speaker recognition system with sets of I O digit utterances, all from the same registered speaker. There are 15 such sets for each registered speaker, 8
ofwhich were used to train the CCVs for that speaker.
The reiults obtained are tabulated in Table I is also relatively easy.
For our text-dependent speaker recognition, we considered the specific case of.working with an isolrrled word ivcognilion framework. Restricting the discussion to this simple case facilitated easy development of the compensation idea. However, we feel that our ideas about speaker specific compensation would be equally uscful for speaker identification based on continuous speech input as well.
We wish to note here that there is a much wider role that speaker specific compensation can play in speech and speaker recognition [3] . Essentially. the process of learning a CCV can be regarded (in the context of speech recognition) as a speaker adaptation process. With a robust description of the speaker space through a few speaker specific classifiers and several CCVs, impressive speaker independent speech recognition performances may be achieved. In fact, the compensation idea together with some classifier combining ideas, inay be exploited to build a simultaneous speech-cum-speaker recognition system as well. We will address these and other applications of speaker specific compensation in our future work:
